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Mrs. Katherine Osborne
Gives Interesting Talk ii
,
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"ROMANCE OF FAERIes"
SUBJECT OF LECTURE
On June 3 at 1.30 p. m., the entire
student body of the State Teachers
College at Bridgewater was transferred for one glorious hour to the
fascinating land of India when lVII'S.
Katherine Osborne, director of the
, Students' Union of Boston and prominent educator, lectured to us on the
subject, "The Romance of Fabrics".
As we entered the auditorium we
were greeted by a riot of color and
beauty. Mrs. Osborne had cleverly
prepared the setting of her lecture by
an artistic display of her varied and
valuable collection of fabrics.
The speaker was appropriately presented by Miss Mildred MacDonald, a
member of the Culture Fund Committee and in the introduction of her talk
asked us to close' our eyes and then
wake up with her, in imagination, in
India. I think I am safe in saying
that aftel' listening to Mrs. Osborne
for a few moments, there was no one
in the audience who was not living,
in fancy, in that interesting land.
Just to feast our eyes on the beautiful fabrics displayed there was a
delight in itself; but to have in ad?ition, an interesting account of the hIStories of the fabrics presented by
Mrs. Osborne, was a pleasure that
held us speechless for the entire hour.
One length of fabric of particular
interest among the array of \Voven
lue silk which

New EIlglalld Illdiall
Subject of Lectllre
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This is a GTalld Finale
WHEIRE ARE "YOU"
Another year is ending! Another
group of yong men and women is
about to be graduated from the school,
the first class to go out from the
Bridgewater State Teachers College,
After four years of hard work they
are rewarded for their efforts. Two
awards are given to the graduates of
this institution. One is success! the
other is failure. Although most students are a\varded success, there are
a great many failures given out. Why
be'?

all want success but not everyone has
the ambition to work hard enough to
get it. It is much easier to get failures, for there is less effort needed.
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At Commencement Exercises

I --------------------------------.
I
CLASS DAY PROGRAM AND
i Senior PI·omellade
COMMENCEMENT COMI
ING ON JUNE 20
Colorful
_Affair
=

!

,
The Senior Prom was held on the
, evening of June 10 in Albert Gardner
•
,~= Boyden gymnasium. The hall was attractively decorated with the class
= colors, purple and white .. The bright
, colors of evening gowns presented a
most colorful scene amid the green
foliage which was used as a back, ground.
i
•
The grand march was held at 9,
led by Franklyn White-, president of
,= the senior class, and Miss Mona Mol'"
e
ris, his guest. Those in the receiving
line were Dr. Arthur C. Boyden, Miss
Elizabeth Pope, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
i
Z
, Huffington, Mr. and Mrs. Brenelle
Hunt, Miss Katherine Hill, Franklyn
!
I White, president of the class, and
Mona Monis and Ena Fradette.
~
Those in charge wei'e:
Hospitality: Claire Eddy, chairman,
-I
, Jean Ferguson, Mildred Schaier, Kath" leen Anderson, Mary Aulbach, Cath~
erine Doyle, Helen Barker, and Leo
Ash.
Decorations: Ruth Bridgei5, chairman, Helen McKinney, Amy Wright,
,
-, Jane Stubb, Alice Atwood, Barbara
I
Pray, P. Carroll, N. Bu10tsky.
Program-Invitations: Jane Smith,
"
I chairman, Aileen Tiihonen, Virginia
.~.,,_u_U_()_"_O_I!_O_I!_()_U_()_'.!. Lord, Marie Gibel'ti.
Favors: Priscilla Comeau, chail'When the failed ones see the success
, Gil,s L. BOI'clC'1'
o

FRANKL YN WHITE
Graduating Class President

"Time you old gypsy man, haste
you away
Put up your caravan just for
a day."
Four years ago a freshman
class tiptoed noiselessly up and
down the corridors of the school,
just a little awed, and more than
a little bewildered by the
thought of the four years ahead
of them.
Four years was, we thought,
more than a sufficient length of
tim e ,i n which to become
teachers. This process, as visualized then was a vague one,
imagined as a series of interminable lectures on teaching and
discipline (possibly taking place
beneath the murals), interspersed with many unpronouncable and unintelligible courses,
ultimately ending in a triumphal march under the- ivy.
Four years have slipped into
today. Yesterday is now a part
of an irrevocable Past. The
Past seems harsh and unyielding, yet out of it comes one of
the most enjoyable aspects of
living. That is Memory. It is
the "hereafter" of the Past, and
to it we, as seniors, entrust four
pleasant years of striving, hopeing, and caring.
About two days from now, a
senior class will tiptoe- noiselessly up and down the corridors
of the world, just a little awed
and more than a little bewildered by the thought of a lifetime ahead of them.
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Baccalaureate, Sunday, June 19
Faculty Reception Tonight
Commencement exercises for the
first class to graduate from the State
Teachers College at Bridgewater will
begin at 2.00 o'clock on Monday, June
20, in the Horace Mann Auditorium.
The exercises will be followed by the
Ivy March.
During the morning of June 20, at
10.30 o'clock to be more specific, the
Class Day program will be presented.
Sunday, June 19, at 11.00 o'clock in
the morning, graduates will attend
services held in the honor at the Central Square Church. At 4.00 o'clock,
in the afternoon, Baccalaureate services will be held in the. Horace Mann
Auditorium.
Tonight at 8.00 o'clock the graduates are to be guests of the faculty
at a reception in the Albert G~rdner
Boyden Gymnasium.
Dr. Livingston C. Lord, Commencement speaker, has been president of
the Eastern Illinois State Teachers
College of Charleston, Illinois, since
1899. He is a graduate of New Britain (Conn.) Normal and holds degrees of A. M. from Harvard, LL. D.
from University of Illinois, and Ed. D.
from Miami University. Dr. Lord
has been a teaehel', principal, and supet'intpmll"nt of seh(lols, and is
(,P,,,no''t'J:I'WI

heading? Is it for success or failure?
Refreshments:
chairman,
When you answer these questions try
and solve this one. How can I become E. Meal, H. Heney, S. Jaworek, D.
Averill, M. Farrar.
a success?

wid~ly

on page 3)

Culture Lecture
Very Interesting
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A rather successful year for the
Bridgewater Lyceum was fittingly
concluded on June 2 when Edward
Toole, former graduate and member
of the Lyceum of the school, gave an
interesting talk on the Red Men of
New England with special reference
to Indians in this locality.
Members of the club feel that freedom in meetings with informal discussions of all topics of interest to
members is a big factor in the suc>cess of the club. One debate was
sponsored. In this debate in Chapel,
Emily Schaffner and Laura Mitchell
of Pro and Con lost decision of the
judges to Lyceum participants, Hal'vey Cadwell and K. M. ~ozoian: The
Lyceum has continued Its polIcy of
getting outside people to come to the
school. Charles Gilbert of Browne
and Nichols School in Cambridge gave
an interesting account of his trip to
the North Cape and Russia and
showed probably the best prepared
slides we saw this year. The Lyceum
was effective in securing him for a
Chapel speaker. At one of the meet"
ings, Edward Landy and Aubrey
Evans were guests and their experiences proved of interest.
Only two active members of the
Lyceum are graduating. They are
Hugh Heney and K. Merton Bozoian.
The officers for next year are: President, Louis Lerner; vice-president,
William Johnson; and Secretary-
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There wasn't much breeze and no
It did not take long for activities
to start and once started they con- one got blown in the sea or anywhere
tinued all day with a slight intermis- else. The young ladies didn't feel the
Old Sol was blazing forth in all his sion at noon. Pastimes enjoyed in- effects of the swimming until they
glory as nearly one hundred forty gay cluded bowling, rifle shooting, archery, started going home and the next
Anyone who wanted to
and carefree members of the graduat- golf, shuffle board, and swimming. morning.
ing classes piled into waiting buses A cube steak dinner was served in commit suicide had but to slap a senand private cars in front of the Col- the new remodelled dining hall on the ior on his back on Friday and the
lege Administration building at 9.30 enclosed veranda, overlooking the deed would have been done.
The day off gave so:m,e of Miss
on the morning of Thursday, May 26. ocean. Swimmip.g was the main atThe seniors were off with great traction in the afternoon. Evening Smith's English history students a
bursts of merriment for a day "chock" lunch was had before the first bus chance to catch up on their work.
full of fun. Miss Pope' and Mr. and left at 6.30. Other buses left at 8.00. Sally Suttill was still working away
"Chic" Ciccone' did not forget that on her outline when the call came for
Mrs. Kelly were members of the joyhe was a prospective teacher and the homeward trip. Harriette Parous group.
With Fieldston on the broad At- spent most of the day in adding to menter gave help to distressed classlantic as the destination, buses, pri- his own liberal education and helping mates. Evidently she had done hers
vate cars, and Chevrolets fairly raced such others, as he deemed advisable, the night before.
"Clara" was all over the beach and
to the scene of the gala annual out- to get a liberal education.
At first we weren't sure but after she must have had a whale of a time
ing. Some knew the- way better than
others and so it naturally took them a pinching ourselves and kicking our for she is still talking. I'm not menlittle longer to get there, but most of shins to make sure we were awake tioning any names but two young
the "crew" arrived on deck at Fields- we took another look. Lo and behold, ladies in Al were particular about
ton before "six bells" in the watch be- Tom Cullen and Bill Carey were al- the way they sat down in chairs, etc.
most being carried away by two burn- These were' the girls who when patfore noon.
Too bad Miss Rand wasn't with the ing cigars upon which they were ted on the back cried: "Ouch! my sunburn!"
groups in the buses for singing proved chewing. What next?
Well, the day has come and gone.
You know-it was funny but all
to be one of the popular activities.
All the old time and new popular during the day it seemed that certain Everyone who went was glad to have
songs were taken in their turn. You people were disappearing and re-ap- gone and others were sorry they
wouldn't believe that such harmony pearing. Some time when study isn't didn't go. Until another year then,
was possible but the seniors were so pressing a committee ought to in- goodbye, and may next year's outing
be as successful as the one this year
happy. Soon original songs started vestigate.
Guy "Jafsie" Russo had a whale of at Fieldston on the broad Atlantic.
being composed. Popular members of
The committee in charge of the arthe- class and faculty were subjects of a time bowling. In fact all the bowling "bennies" had a good time. You rangements for this outing consisted
these
songs.
One
song
was
of
pecuTreasurer, Raymond Cook.
liar interest. It had several varia- see, no one was around and you could of Ernest Cote, general chairman, and
tions. In one case it was about a bowl all you wanted to. Paul Collen Ena Fredette, Peggy Ney, Ruth MarsHeard in Mr. Durgin's room-"Let's chorus girl and in another case it was and Mr. Kelly were setting up pins den, and Nathan Bulotsky.
All kinds of success to Ernest. If
'get away from the subject of math- about a soldier. Good Night Sweet- for each other. "Chic" didn't want
ematics for a few minutes to-", This heart, the old Notre Dame' song, and anybody setting up for him at first he manages everything the way he did
the picnic, he'll surely have it.
but later he acqpiesced.
school songs were popular.
doesn't happen very often.
Fieldstan Is Scene Of Great
Merriment

WIDE VARIETY PRESENTED
Bringing to the school well knowh
speakers to talk on a wide variety of
interesting subjects, the Culture Fund
Committee has concluded a very
wOl'thwhile program.
Some of the outstanding people who
have been with us are: Katherine Osborne talking on "The Romance of
Fabrics"; Dr. Bl'uce Brotherston who
told us "What Philosophy is Good
For"; Captain Donald B. MacMillan
who gave us the tl'uth of "the land
of the midnight sun"; Count Von
Luckner with his tale of experiences
in the World War; Paul Shirley in a
delightful viola cl'amore recital; Sunder Joshi who talked about "IndiaYesterday and Today"; John Clair
Minot with his explanation of "What's
What in New Books"; and Miss Davis'
excellent portrayal of Hawaii as it
actually exists.

Freshmen Elect
Class Officers for
Sophomore ,Year
MURPHY CHOSEN FOR
CLASS PRESIDENT
At a recent meeting of the Freshman Class, in the Horace Mann Auditorium, officers for the sophomore year
were chosen with the following r~
suIts: President, Kenneth Murphy;
Vice-president, Velma Davis; Secre~
tary, John Bates; Treasurer, Mary
Campbell.
When interviewed, Mr. Murphy
said, "I hope that I shall be able to
carry out the duties of president in
(Continued on page 8, column 1)
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2. How far is it practic al to use such a device in
the educat ional proces s?
When the motion pictur e gives concep ts that cannot be gained in any other way, or when it helps to give
pupils the right concep ts and preven ts them from getting the wrong concepts, its use is practic al and justifiable. Pictur es, howev er, should not be made a substitute for study. If they are used to excess , they will
actual ly preven t educat ional and creativ e activit ies in
the pupil.
There is a real dange r in the too freque nt use of
pictur es in that teache rs, in an effort to appear progressiv e, may use the pictur es when they ought to be
makin g an effort to get ideas from the pupils, or when
the pupils should be engage d in creativ e activit y.
Motion picture s will probab ly contin ue to have increasi ng value as a supple ment to the teache r's work,
but a study of educat ional princip les would indica te
that motion picture s, even though they be the finest
talkies , can never take the place of the classro om
teache r.
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List of Boo ks Suggested for
Sum mer Read ing
.'

-0--

Title
Author
NORMAL
1. Nostrom o
Joseph Conrad
SCHO OL
2. Nigger of the Narciss us
Joseph Conrad
3. Youth
Joseph Conrad
4. Typhoo n
Joseph Conrad
Establis hed, 1927
5. Jean Christo phe
Romain Rolland
Owned and publish ed by the State Normal school, Bridge6. The Forsyth e Saga
John Galswo rthy
water, Massac husetts . Membe r of Scholas tic Press.
7. Kim
Rudyar d Kipling
8. Captain s Courag eous
EXECU TIVE BOARD
Rudyar
d Kipling
Editor- in-Chie f .,,, ..... ,.... " .... ,, ............ ..... " .. " ...... ",., Gertrud e Laird
9. Huckle berry Finn
Mark Twain
Assista nt Editor ............ ", .. ,............ ", ... , .......... ,,'" Eunice Whittie
10. Ghosts
Henrik Ibsen
Busines s Manage r .. ,.......... " .. ,................... ,., ..... ,,, .. Nathan Bulotsk r
y
11. The Wild Duck
Assista nt Busines s Manag er ......... ,.............................. ,.Ernes
Henrik Ibsen
t
Cote
Literar y Editor ................ " ....... ,................................. Louise Jackson
12. Anna Karenin a
Leo Tolstoi
Assista nt Literar y Editor ...................... ,............. :... Charles Clough
13. War and Peace
Leo Tolstoi
Assista nt Literar y Editor .. " ........................ " ........ Helen: McKen
ney
14. Crime and Punishm ent
Feodor Dostoie vsky
15. The Brother s Kara:rn.azov
Feodor Dostoie vsky
Advert ising Manag er ................... ,........ ,.......... , ...... ,Urban Linehan
- - - 0'- - 16. Fathers and Sons
Assista nt Advert ising Manage r ............... ,..... , ..... James
Ivan Turgen ev
17. Virgin Soil
Exchan ge Editor ,: ................. ,................... ,........ "", ..... PamelaStanley
I
van Turgen ev
Chase
18. Alice in Wonder land
Lewis Carroll
19. Throug h the Looking Glass
-oLewis Carroll
20.
Les Miserab les
Victor
Hugo
Art Editor ...... " ... " ....... " ....... , ... " ... ,,, ...... Evelyn Chasse, Secreta
Wear
e
coming
to
the end of anothe r year and as
ry
Joke Editor " ................................... '" ... " ...... " ........... " .... , Fred Small
Victor Hugo
good busine ss men, it behoov es us to take count of 21. The Man Who Laughs
Alumni Editor .................................... " ..................... , Mary Sulliva stock
W. M. Thacke ray
and see where we are in the schem e of things . 22. Henry Esmond
Alumni Editor ...................................... " ... ,........... " ....... Mary Carrolln
W. M. Thacke ray
There are some things that we have done credita bly 23. Vanity Fair
REPOR TORIA L BOARD
Nathan iel Hawtho rne
this year, and then, again, there are things we do 24. The Scarlet Letter
K. Bozoian , Charlot te Murray , Helen Foye, Earle
Nathan iel Hawtho rne
which are not a credit to us, and our non-at tendan ce 25. The House of Seven Gables
Sukefo rth, Chaunc ey Copelan d, Varda Dunn, Laura
26. The Three Musket eers
Alexan der Dumas
at
meetin gs is one of these.
Mitchel l, Emma White, Ruth Marsde n, Irene Roberti ,
Honore de Balzac
Ruth Henry.
Unless the plan of things is change d, I am terribl y 27. Eugeni e Grande t
28. Robinso n Crusoe
Daniel Defoe
sorry
for some poor people who will call meetin gs next 29.
CLASS EDITO RS
Daniel Defoe
year, and have no one come, for there is a great ten- 30. The Journal of a Plague Year
Barbar a Pray, Rose Tinsley , Helen Murly, Sara
De Mello, Ruth French , Hilda Kidston , Doris Hunt,
Thomas Hardy
dency for those whose names are posted to attend , to 3'1. The Return of the Native
The W oodland ers
Hugh Heney, Kathlee n Hoifert y, Grace Grant, Ruth
Thomas Hardy
not read the notice, or disreg ard it altoge ther.
32.
French , Mildred Ferguso n.
Thomas Hardy
Please , please, remem ber that if a meetin g is 33. The Mayor of Casterb ridge
Herman Melville
called, it is becaus e ,someone has somet hing to say 34. Moby Dick
FACuL TY ADVIS ER
Herman Melville
which , by chance , may be impor tant, and I assure you 35. Typee
Miss Olive Lovett
Omoo
Publish ed monthl y; Subscri ption $1.00 per year, $.10 per it is no small task for the person
Herman Melville
who
calls
a
meetin
g 36. The Egotist
single copy.
George Meredi th
to hunt up each person who has been called and didn't 37.
Jane Eyre
Charlot te Bronte
come.
38.
Charles Dickens
Then, we are all young Ameri cans, charac terized 39. David Copperf ield
Charles Dickens
by eagern ess to be in on everyt hing. Bewar e lest you 40. Pickwic k Papers
Samuel Butler
miss somet hing. You can't tell by a notice what the 41. The Way of All Flesh
Hugh W. Heney
The Advent ures of Captain Horne
meetin g may hold for you.
Frank
R. Stockto n
42. The Casting Away of
-0Mrs. Lecks
Think this over in your spare mome nts this sumHow would educat idnal author ities today rate a mer and when
and Mrs. Aleshin e
Frank R. Stockto n
fall finds you here again, let there be 43. Tales of Mystery
teache r who, in teachi ng a lesson , refuse d to stop and no moani
and Imagin ation
Edgar Allen Poe
ng
over
meetin
g
notices
,
but
rather
a please d 44. Autobio graphy
explai n more fully when the studen ts raised hands to look
.
Benjam in Frankli n
indica te that they did not unders tand fully some point placein the eye, and a steady but firm step toward the 45. My Antonia
Willa Cather
of the meetin g at the time it is called.
46. Death Comes to the Archbis hop
that was being made? Even the layma n in educat ion "\"'''''"''''Y'>$?,''U'~,.,,,.,,
Willa Cathel'
.••,·,;;:;:~.;;.~;;;,~,,;..;·;:<~:;;;,:;;:i!'7
~T"_ l~~~hat':i:tisu'Seless toconfi
I!"~'l~ ·i~4~~~;g~~j;~'~~~·~$~~t~~,il1i"S'~~~1i~~F:~~!~~~f~;':~~~~;'~lli}:,.~ii~iibi~__
nu~,·with""~ lesson
' ' ' """,, ... '!,
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Ethan
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Will Talk ies Supp lant tIle Teac her?

when there is a questi on concer ning some point made
at the outset of the lesson, especi ally when an understandi ng of this point is necess ary for an unders tanding of what is to follow.
Some there are who believe that talkin g pictur es
will eventu ally suppla nt teache rs. Others believe that
motion pictur es have value in educat ional work but
do not think that they will ever suppla nt the teache r.
The questi on as to the useful ness of the talkin g pictur e
in the school room involv es many questi ons simila r to
the one with which this paragr aph opens. Here are
some questi ons for those who believe that talkin g pic~ures will entire ly replac e the teache r in the classro
om.
1. How are individ ual differe nces within a class
to be provid ed for?

In prepar ing films the subjec t matte r would obviousl y have to be selecte d on the basis of school
grades . To illustr ate: Films dealin g with fifth grade
geogra phy would have to be prepar ed on the fifth grade
standa rd. These films will not be of very great service
unless all fifth grade childre n have equal ability in
every phase of fifth grade geogra phy. Curre nt educational practic e indica tes that this ability is not unifor
even within a well grade.d city system , not to mentiom
the variat ions which one would find·' among fifthn
grades throug hout the state or throug hout the nation .
Under the presen t system the teache r makes the adjustm ent to fit the differe nces in ability of the pupils
of her class. Mass produc tion of films obviou sly cannot
do this.
2. How is pupil partici pation to be provid ed for?
"Infor mation is not educat ion." That is to say
that pupils consta ntly expose d to inform ative materi al
will not necess arily develop-power. School s should provide a chance for pupil develo pment throug h pupil activity. The pupil should be given the chance to expres s
his ideas orally ; he never really posses ses an idea until
he expres ses it. This talkie educat ion with the question asking , though t-prov oking teache r out of the
'pictur e is not conduc ive to real educat ion. Educa tion
involv es a give and take betwe~n pupil and teache
The questi ons of the teache r often have to be formur.lated especi ally for a given studen t. If one questi on
does not get the answe r, other q,uestions must follow.
No machi ne can ever replac e the teache r in this respec t.
Those who use motion pictur es in any form in
school work should seriou sly consid er the follow ing
q uestio ns:
1. What is the true educat ional value of motion
pictur es in school work?
.i
The value of the motion pic~ure is chiefly as suppleme ntary materi al after the princip les which the picture involv es have been studie d by the class.

Wha t Are You Read ing This Sunu ner?
-0-

Frome

48.
49.

Disrael i

50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Queen Victoria
Collecte d Poems
Green Mansio ns
Lorna Doone
The Bridge of San LouisR ey
The Mill on the Floss
Daniel Derond a
Tales of the Argona uts
The Little MinIste r
Sentime ntal Tommy
The History of Mr. Polly

'4'"

Mauroi s
Lytton Strache y
Edwin A. Robinso n
W. H. Hudson
Blackm ore
Thornto n Wilder
George Eliot
George Eliot
Bret Harte
James M. Barrie
James M. Barrie
H. G. Wells

There are so many channe ls opened to us during
the school year-c hanne ls that we never can pursue
becaus e of other conflic ting intere sts-wh ich we may
turn to in the summe r vacati on.
A few of the novels which have come, out rather
recent ly and which you may have read will make a
good readin g list for cool summ er evenin gs.
In case you haven' t, read "Good Earth " by Pearl
S. Buck: a story of Chines e peasan t life which is built
on the theme of man's love and depend ence on the - - --------------------soil. We follow the life from youth on of the main the grandm
other's legacy , feels it dutifu l to give gifts
chara cter-W ang Lung- throu gh his toils in the fields, to the
rest of the family . So he takes the two uncles
his marria ge, his wedded life of joy and sorrow , to summ
throug h the famine and exodus , and finally the return a marve er in Englan d. The Englis h countr yside forms
to the soil. The peculia r val1,le. of the novel is its aid there. lous backgr ound for the White oaks gather ed
to the unders tandin g sympa thy with Chines e life and we get In the short period of time covere d in the novel
custom s. If you are suffici ently intere sted you may oaks, so a detaile d pictur e of the family life of White also turn to its sequel, "Sons" , which contin ues the in Finch.typica l family life, and a close study of chang es
histor y of the Wang' family , relatin g the story of the you don't If you care for family novels here is one
want to miss.
life of Wang Lung's sons.
"MaidDistin ctly Ameri can in setting is Marga ret Ayre you won't in-Wai ting" is anothe r of Galsw orthy's tha:t
want to miss. Galsw orthy lives up to his
Barne s' "Year s of Grace" in which we see the life of usual
style in this novel.
J ane,
f
h
fi
t
I
a woman , rom er rs ove th rough h er mar"Shado
on the Rock" by Willa Cather , pictur es
riage, family life, and finally her
attainm ent of the Old Quebec ws
sanctif ied positio n of grandm other. Detail s so homely the ordina in a refres hing style far differe nt from
ry. Here we find new faith in life and inlend reality to this portra yal which is touchi ng as it timate
view
of New France .
t
II
t
seems 0 ca ou sympa th y f rom one angIe or ano th er.
"1919"
, anothe r post war novel is extrem ely interIt provok es specul ation when we see how little factor s esting
alter the course of event s-turn ing from Andre , the ,conten from techni que point of view beside s the actual
t. The treatm ent is peculi arly intere sting- for
French boy, who was so dear to her, to Stephe n, whom examp
le
New:s Reel is the tit,Ie of one chapte r, by
she marrie d. What would you do? The author 's keen means
~f
WhICh the curren t Issues are discus sed'
observ ation has produc ed a pictur e which is outsta nd- Camer
a'.s
Ere
in which the subjec tive opinio n of th~
ing in this age of appeal to the horrib le and strang e, author
IS VIewed, and throug h a conne cting unity
of
with its sweetn ess and simpli city.
factor s which happen to occur in two differe nt
Althou gh not compa rable with "Year s of Grace" , mere
setting s.
read "West ward Passag e" by Marga ret Ayre Barnes ,
. If you are i~tere.sted. in catchi ng up on Pulitz er
which you might enjoy contra sting with the forme r PrIze
novels here IS a hst-l t make an intrigu ing study I
prize novel.
1917
"His Famil Y"-Er nest Poole.
.
"Gran d Hotel" , now on the screen with an im1918 . "The Magni ficent Ambe rsons" -B. Tork.
posing cast, is a fine charac ter study, with little plot.
1919 No award .
Kringe lein is a picture never to be forgo tten-a nd
1920 ::Th.e Age of Innoc ence" -Edith Whart on.
someh ow he's an answe r to many unexp ressed desires .
1921 "AlIce Adam s"-Bo oth Tarkin gton.
.
If you had saved and saved and then had an oppor1922
One of Ours" -Willa Cathe r.
tunity to know just how long you were to live, how
1923 "The Able McLa ughlin "-M. Wilson
would you make the most of it? Kringe lein goes to
1924
"So Big"- Edna Ferber .
.
Grand Hotel and makes up for his lost life in-we ll,
192.5 "ArroW Sniith "-Sinc lair Louis.
read "Gran d Hotel. "
1926 "E I A t '
ar y u umn '-Lou is Bromf ield
"Finch 's fortun e" of the Jalna Series by Mazo de
1927
"The. Bridge
of San Luis ReY" -Thor nton
la Roche is a sequel to the "Whit eoaks of Jalna" which
WIlde r.'
you all know so well. The old homes tead in Canad a is
. One more list-fo r: those books which you alway s
a backg round which forms a setting for the White oaks. WISh
had read- a hst you may check and compl ete
But not alone in this book for Finch, after receiv ing some you
day.
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Gifts fronl the A's to the School
To the "center" of the white team ...... Olga Ahonen's power with the basketball.
To every girl going to the Formals .... Cerise AIm's charm.
To Barbara Randlett .............................. Bonnie Anderson's notes on Dorm.
Council meetings.
To one of Miss Beckwith's seniors ...... Alice Atwood's artisticness.
To Idgie ..............................~ .................... Mary Aulbach's executive ability.
To the senior class of 1933 .................... Dorothea Averill's brilliance.
To its next head ..................................... Louise Borden's success with Campus
Carnival.
To Miss Rand on Friday mornings ...... Jennie Borsari's s-erenity.
To Polly Drevinsky ................................ Mary Bridges' gavel at Glee Club meetings.
To Miss Graves .............. ....... .. ............Ruth Bridges' terrarian materials.
To a brilliant Day Student who
doesn't need noon-time to study .... Mae Burns' candy business.
To the Vice-president of Dramatic
Club ............... ; .................................. Anne Clarke's duty to collect properties.
To one of the reporters on Campus
Comment ............................................ Helen Cleary's gift 'with her pen.
To' the incoming freshman class ........ Loretta Coakley's sweetness.
To an elementary student
......... Dora Cobb's enthusiasm in Miss Lutz'
class ..
To Betty Leary ...................................... Florence Cobb's epicurean leanings.
To a Freshman to keep her type
surviving in the school .................. Priscilla Comeau's style.
To the next President ............................ Helen Conathan's ability in quieting the
Day Students.
To a Freshman taking the Otis Test. .Dorothy Creedon's 1. Q.
To Miss Beckwith .................................. Ethel Duffy's achievements in handwork.
Scattered throughout the schooL .......... Claire Eddy's dependability.
To the next chairman ............................ Ruth Fall's trouble with Class Day.
To S'lmeone who likes "Formals" ...... Margaret Farrar's brown eyes.
To the next "White" cheer leader ........ Jean Ferguson's "white outfit".
To Mildred McDonald ............................ Sadie Gould's troubles in Woodward.
To Ruth McKee ...................................... Lillian Gray's stride.
To someone who has a taste for
pretty things .................................... Barbara Hart's blouses.
To Louise Hewitt .................................... Florence Hartt's diet.
To a joe plug ........ .. ............................ Louise Jackson's ability and willingness
to write poetry in any class.
To someone who is glum ...................... Helen Keneally's smile.
To the first to interview a superintendent ............................................ Florence Kerness' "line".
To Idgie Lawrence to help her in
next year's duties .......................... Bettina King's efficiency.
To a student ............................................ Winnie Lennon's gentleness.
To Grace Jacobs to make her the
gracefulness in aesthetic
star dancer of the school .........
To a member of Library Club ...... ...... lrgmla
To the literary editor ............................ Ruth Marsden'S book reviews
.
Campus Comment.
To all the graduates .............................. Mary McN earney's good nature.
To George Durgin, Jr ............................. Beatrice Nelson's "math" inclinations.
To a Fall Riverite ..................................Peggy Ney's car.
To a member of Miss Smith's class ... Harriette Parmenter's intelligence.
To Vincent Naverouskis ........................ Ruth Petluck's petiteness.
To one who needs a. friend .................. Camilla Pickering'S willingness to help.
To Ruth Koss .......................................... Effie Post's height.
To an editor interested in modern
verse .................................................. Barbara Pray's poems.
To Marjorie Harrington ........................ Elizabeth Quartz' elephants.
To Gertrude Laird .................................. Irene Roberti's French vocabulary.
To Esther Tarr ...................................... Victoria Saulenas' brilliant recitations
in "Soc".
To Florence Bakel' .... ............................ Mildred Schaier's ten o'clock permissions (two a week).
To Gunvor Henriksen ............................ Bea Seaver's place in the orchestra.
To its next editor .................................... Doris Southwick's success with Normal
Offering.
To a baseball fan .................................... Ruth Stetson's place behind the'f0bat .
To Dramatic Club .................................. Helen Sullivan's impersonations.
To Alice Dick .......................................... Margaret Sullivan's wave.
To the head of Christmas card sales
to be used in getting customers .... Evelyn Sullivan's laughing eyes.
To one of next year's candidates ........ Sara Suttil's place in Dramatic Club.
To a freshman ....................................... Mary Sweeney's adaptability.
To Mildred Ferguson ............................ Rosamond Terry's quietness and calmness.
To the member of the coming A
class who gets the duty ................ Aileen Tiihonen's ability as a saleswoman of Christm,as cards.
To the next presid(tnt of Scouts ........ Margaret Van Houten's enthusiasm and
love of the out of doors.
To one who wants to be well rounded .. Eunice Whittier'S talents.
To be divided a~ong the incoming
Freshmen .......................................... Clara Viglione's beauty.
To Polly Drevinsky so she can sing
duets .................................................. Leo Ash's voice.
To Harold Brewer .................................. K. Merton Bozoian's interest in Campus
Comment.

~'--------'---·;·I

I Resolutions of
-j
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Cercle Frallcais !
i

~

The Cercle Francais wishes ~.
to thank the various clubs who
presented floats in Mardi-Gras"
, for their cooperation in making •
its "big event" of the social cal~ endar such a success.
~
We express our gratitude to ,=
the Student Government for
-.1
their spirit of camaraderie in replacing the banners which were ,
lost after their dance.
••• ,~(~~(~(~~~(~{~~~~.:.
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A Freshulall Has a
Cllance to Talk

GRADUATION VESPERS
SUNDAY, JUNE 19, 4 P. M.
PROCESSIONAL uIn Heavenly Love Abiding"
OPENING SENTENCES

Hamtlel

GLEE CLUB

PRA YER

Novello
Reed

RESPONSE "Like as a Hart"
"0 Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem"
GLEE CLUB
ADDRESS "The Fine Art of Living"
DR. ARTHUR C. BOYDEN
"'Panis Angelicus"
GLEE CLUB
CLOSING SENTENCES
"Sevenfold Amen"
RECESSIONAL "Praise to God, Immortal Praise"

Franck

CLASS DAY PROGRAM

THE GRADUATES AS SEEN BY
THE FRESHMEN

MONDAY, JUNE 20, at 10 :30 A. M.
~~Th.e

ley ou are only a Freshman; you
can,'texpect to have the privileges'
that we graduates have P'
I wonder how many times we Freshm~m have heard that sentence this
year. Among the privileges are: the
graduates precede us coming out of
chapel, they are allowed to use the
front door of the Administration
Building; they get their mail first!
they have the right of way at all
times and w~we are last! In the
next world-that of the graduate--we
who are last will be first, and they
who were first shall be last. We wonder if those dignified graduates would
enjoy wearing a yellow ribbon with
their gowns instead of the customary
cap, during the first week of their
senior year! Certainly that wouldn't
be any worse than the yellow hairribbon the Freshmen girls must wear.
But, after all, there are two sides
to every story. Who is it who directs
us correctly to the various rooms in
the Administration Building the first

Shelley

"'The King of Love My Shepherd Is"
GLEE CLUB
SCRIPTURE READING
"Where'er You Walk"

Progress of Education Through the Ages"
CAST

PROLOGUE

Nathan Bulotsky

DANCE OF THE MUSES
Ruth Lord, Dorothy Booth, Louise Borden, Priscilla Comeau, Margaret
Ney, Beatrice Nelson, Camilla Pickering.
GREEK MURAL
Ernest C<:lte, Francis Carroll, John Shockley, Charles Clough, Thomas
Cullen, William Curley.
HATIKVOH
Old Hebrew Melody
Charles Clough, Ernest Cote, Donald Welch, John Daly, John Bates, Leo
Ash, George Higgins.
HEBREW MURAL
Florence Kerness, Ruth Petluck, Amy Wright, Rose Kershner, Nathan
Bulotsky.
VERE LANGUORES NOSTROS
Antonio Lotti
Charles Clough, Ernest Cote, Donald Welch, John Daly, John Bates,
Leo Ash, George Higgins.
MONASTIC MURAL
Harriette Parmenter, Hugh Heney, Alfred Pimental, William Cronin,
Mario Ciccone, Guy Russo, Frank Desmond;
OLD HUNDRED
G-uillaume Vrana
Mary Aulbach, Hilda MacKeen, Honora Quigley, Cerise Alm, Margaret
Farrar, Mary Bridges, John Daly, Leo Ash, Ernest Cote.

lith Marsden, Loretta Coakley, Louise Jackson, Victoria Saulenas, Ruth
clever tricks on us? What group is alStetson,
Franklyn O. White.
ways ready to help us over the stumbling blocks along our way of life? DEDiCATION SPEECH AT FIRST NORMAL SCHOOL
Hugh W. Heney
Why, the graduates, especially the
FIRST EXAMINATION FOR NORMAL SCHOOL MURAL
seniors.
Eunice Whittier, Sadie Gould, Helen Sullivan, Margaret VanHouten,
Oh, Seniors, even if we felt a little
John Daly, Edward Leahy.
jealous of you at the beginning of the
Nathan Bulotsky
year, you certainly must know by this EPILOGUE
time that we greatly admire and respect you. Even if you did like to
COMMITTEES
assert your authority at the beginning
General-Ruth Fall (chairman), Sadie Gould, Effie Post, Sally
of the year, we can clearly underSuttill; Director of Rehearsals-Elizabeth Giles; Stage Manstand why, since we shall be Sophoager---"Sophie Taylor; Director of Lighting-Ernest Cote; Promores next year, and are already plangrams-Camilla Pickering; Faculty- Misses Pope, Decker,
ning initiation for next year's FreshHill, Moffitt, Nye, Rand, and Mr. Kelly.
men!

How to Know Them

COMMENCEMENT

MONDAY, JUNE 20, at 2 P. M.
DEVOTIONAL EXERCISES
Grace Absalom-a come hither look. GLEE CLUB
Dorothy Booth-petulant manner.
Dr. Livingston C. Lord
ADDRESS
Mary Burke-squarest set jaw.
GLETE CLUB
Blanche Bryant-jolly manner.
Ena Fredette
Henrietta Cohen-psychological vocab- PRESENTATION OF CLASS GIFT
PRESENTATION
OF'
DIPLOMAS
ulary.
Arthur B. Lord and Dr. Arthur C. Boyden
Mary Davis - unexpected burst of
laughter.
Sally De Mello-pert manner.
Queenie Green-pertinacious ideas on
Ivy Exercises after Graduation.
certain questions.
Marie Giberti-spick and span at all
(Continued from columns 1 and 2)
times.
Sophie Jaworek-resigned attitude.
To after lu,nch dancers ........................ William Curley's dancing partners.
Marjorie King-lovely coloring.
To Richard Curley .................................. John Daley's dramatie ability.
Sadye Kurtzman-soft low voice.
To any needy junior .............................. Frank Desmond's success in meteorJerry Larkin-a good all-round sport.
ology.
Ruth Lonergan-efficient manner.
To the advanced thinkers in the
Gertrude Moran-work done ahead of
school ................................................ Hugh Heney's ideas on socialism.
time.
To Johnny Bates .................................... Ed Leahy's ·grace.
Hilda MacKeen-lovely singing voice. To some member of next year's
Helena
Nawrocki-tempermental.
fourth period Geog. class ............. Ralph Osborne's ability to sleep in
To all those who still write their
Eloise Parsons -lover of all things
notebooks .......................................... Nathan Bulotsky's penmanship.
geography class.
scientific.
To some one in the Junior Class ........ Bernard Carey's seat in front of class
To any underclassman waiting for
meetings.
Mary Sullivan - cahn, cool, and colit next year ...................................... AI Pimental's place in Normal Recep.'
lected.
To the next postmaster ........................ Johnny Carreiro's speed in sorting mail.
tion room.
T some one who wants to succeed .... Francis Carroll's earnestness.
Helen Tattersal-inseparable from a To Clifford Nelson ................................ Charles Pratt's scientific knowledge.
o
M
To
Ruth French
............................. ......... '
arlO C'lccone, S curIs.
newspaper.
To Kenneth Cameron ............................ Herbert Reckard's duty of seeing that
Sophie Taylol'---vivacity.
all activities on the campus are
To any girl ........................ :..................... Charles Cl~ugh's blushes:
.
.
To anyone interested in science ............ Paul Collen s arguments m JUTIlor HIgh
duly photographed.
Science.
We wonder what college boys and To anyone who likes to play cards .... Guy Russo's bridge ability.
To Samuel Solmer ................................ Cote's place in the biology dept.
girls think when they go into Chinese To F. Fanning in the hope he grows
To any sober sides ................................ William Cronin's chuckle.
to fit it .............................................. John Shockley's ba~tball 'Suit.
restaurants with French names and
To Bob Hancock .................................... Thomas Cullen's athletic prowess.
Italian waiters specializing in Irish To Mr. Hunt ............................................ Walker Trafton's ability in music.
To Clifford Johnson ................................ Franklyn White's ability to preside.
:rood.
(Continued on columns 4 and 5)
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1.-King and Queen at Un Mardi Gras Romanesque; Nathan Bulotsky and Elizabeth Giles. 2-Pup crashes into pictures. This is the result of training of one of our graduates. 3-Scene
on the campus. 4-Committee in charge of Annual.sports Day for boys. Left to right: K; M. Bozoian, Herby Reckards, Ed Leahy, Bill Carey, Oscar White, Mr. Crosier, Leo Ash, Al
Pimentle, Johnny Carreiro, John Shockley, and Frank Desmond. 5-0tto, as he hurls himself over the bar at dizzy height of 3 feet 6 inches. 6-Clara. 7-Taken at Girls' Spring Meet at
which girls of Framingham Teachers College were guests. 8-Walter Nardelli heaving the javelin .. Note the javelin in air at top of picture. 9-Minot MacDonald, Gene Higgins, and John
Sweeney off on a flying start in spring track meet. 10-Tag football game in Annual Sports Day for boys. l'l-pyramid building in Annual Sports Day for boys. 12-Anne "Howe". 13Francis .Joseph McMahon makes brilliant finish in the 50-yard dash. 14-Miss Elizabeth Pope and one of her little friends. 15-Elizabeth Lawrence and Florence Cobb in "What Have
You". 16--Known variously as Bull, Bo, and Bozo. Said to be planning escape from a Bridgewater institution. 17-Ruth Bridges. 1S-Up in the clouds. 19-Up in the worldr-wonder
if he'll ever get any nearer to heaven. 20-Ad. Craig watches the discus being hurled. 21-Fieldston-Beatrice Seaver and (you can't fool us) Guy Pus so.

B-3 Class Will
Class B-3 would like to leave some
educational gifts to the teachers by
which they may be remembered. They
conceived the idea of dedicating a
library composed of a book belonging
to each teacher. After long consideration and laborious search a book
was found suitable to each teacher.
The following is a list of the books
and their recipients:
Dr. Boyden-HLaugh and the World
Laughs with You."
Miss Pope-"When is a Holiday a
Holiday,?"
Miss Decker-"Intellectual or Interpretive", a one-year course.
Mr. Hunt-"Exit--the Student;"
Mr. Huffington-"Wh 1-a Geography
Manual."
Miss Carter-"Pep, Vim and Vigor."

Miss Rand-HKoussevitsky's Pianissimos."
Miss Prevost--"Hat Off."
Miss Vining-"Shhh."
Miss Caldwell-HIs there a C in Silliness."
Miss Lovett--HSomebody's Sister."
Miss Lutz-"Efficiency Plus."
Miss Beal-"Good Housekeeping."
Miss Davis-"Far-Far Away."
Mr. Durgin-"Pearls of Wisdom."
Miss Smith-"Significant Points of a
Porcupine."
Mr. Shaw-"Dancing Daughters."
Miss Nye--"Night is Drawing Nye."
Miss Beckwith - The History of
MichigaB."
Mr. Doner - "Thirty More Famous
Stories."
Miss Moffitt--HBackstage."
Mr. Stearns-"Our Pal."
Miss Bradford-"How to smile."

Mr. Arnold - "Gentleman from the Blanche Bryan~Founder of the exSouth."
clusive and expensive Blanche
Mr. Kelly-"The Steps in Grading
Bryant Kindergarten for children
Papers."
in Boston.
Miss Graves-HEarnest Bugs."
Henrietta Cohen - professor of psychology at Columbia.
Mr. Crosier-"What to Do with DumbMary Davis-Parisienne buyer for an
bells."
ultra-modern Fifth Avenue' shop.
Sara De Mello-exploring Africa and
collecting the autographs of all
she meets, be it man, beast or
insect.
Queenie Green-hostess of the Green
Rose Tea Room, Piccadilly-the
Grace Absalom - foremost magazine
place where tired business men
cover designer in America.
get food and sympathy.
Dorothy Booth-winner of Bachrach's Marie Giberti-Principal of the new
$10,000 prize for being most
grammar school in Whitman.
childish looking mother in Massa- Sophie Jaworek-writing articles for
chusetts.
a prominent women's magazine
Mary Burke-busy painting the mu",The Modern Girls and Athrals in the entrance of the new
letics".
gymnasium at the State Teachers Marjorie King-teacher of :first grade
College at Bridgewater.
in the Horace Mann School.

Ten Yeal·S Hence
-Class B4

Sadye Kurtzman-charming pnesident
of Quincy P. T. A.
Jerry Larkin-Mother of the three
healthiest children in America.
Ruth Lonergan-first woman 'Superintendent of schools, Braintree.
Gertrude Moran - Talking over the
radio on "The Project Method and
the Adolescent".
Hilda MacKeen-prima donna of the
Metropolitan Opera Co.
Helena Nawrocki-premiere danseuse
in George White's "Scandals".
Eloise ParsonS-happy wife of a fam~
ous scientist.
Mary Sullivan-Social leader of the
young married set in Haverhill.
Helen Tattersal-Dean and teacher of
ethics at one of the State
Teachers Colleges.
Sophie Taylor - voluble saleswoman
for the Jeune Fille Co., makers of
:fine cosmetics.
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22-Happy "daze" at Fieldston. Left to right: front row-Ethel Duffy, Alice Atwood, Helen Cleary. Standing-Loretta Coakley, Barbara Pray, Helen Kenneally, and HelEm Conathan.
23-D.emo.nstration at which girls of Framingham Teachers Col1e~e were guests. 24:;-The Administrative Buildi!lg in a beautiful ~etting. 25-Ed Leahy smashes broad jump ~eco~d. 26VacatIOn IS here. 27-Can we help you, Ruth? 28-Can she help It? 29-A fast finIsh. 30-Herby Reckards WIelds a mean tenms racket. Note the serve, racket, and ball In' aIr. 31Ken Murphy tosses the shot. Note famous people in the background. 32-"Chan" Copeland finishing the half mile in Annual Inter~Class Track Meet. 33-MacDonald makes good jump.
34-The B~4 gang. as-Step right up folks. Get ~he~ while t~eY're h.ot. 3Ih-D';<\rtagnan, hero of the "Three Musketeers" at. Un Mard~ Gras Romanesque-Irene Roberti. 37::-Elizabeth.
Lawrence and Barbara Randlett in gym outfits-no kiddmg. ~8- Oweeme" trIes hIS hand at the broad jump. 39-Wbat's thIs? See If we know them all! Margaret SullIvan, Helen.
Kenneally, Florence Hartt, Barbara Pray, Helen Conotha~ Ahce ;Atwood, Dorothy Creeden, Ethel Duffy, .Helen . C~eary, and B. T. C. t!ee .. 40-Guess who? 41-Pole vault. See Joe Morey
and Johnny Carreiro. 42-Microphotograpb of cross-sectIon of hndenstem taken by Reckards and BOZOlan workIng together. Magmfication-:-l00 x .
-

The Day Student
Mousehole
K. Hofferty
The last time famous students will
be subject of "news extortion!" No
longer will reporters be seen with a
pencil in one hand and a pad of paper
in the other, jotting down notes, or
dashing around tearing their hair and
cursing because big things like murders don't happen every day.
The retiring day student officers are
ending their term of office with a
finish as successful as their auspicious
beginning-serving faithfully always.
Rising politicians, minus vehement
soap box speeches, have elected for
next year: Barbara Vinal, president;
Alice Fenton, vice-president; and

Evelyn Chasse, secretary-treasurer.
Such autographing! These Normal
Offerings are surely the recipients of
all degrees of penmanship and best
wishes. The Rogue's Gallery is quite
intriguing.
The balloons which were bought One
morning on the train instigated much
merriment. At least, infantile natures were satisfied!
The trains ex Bridgewater to all
points will suffer dreadfully from the
absence of Teacher Collegiates. But
such are the intolerable results of

They have conducted a ceremonioUS
planting of two trees which grace the
landscape of B. T. C. Exclusive in
membership, secretive in name and
function, but alas-fast in action~ the
club weathers all storms. There is
also a faculty advisor connected (just
so no other faculty member will apply
for the position).
Have a good summer vacation-but
don't get your feet wet, annex any
tan, or stay out too late! Come back
ready for anything.
Now for an undisturbed Summer.

summer vacations!
Extra! Extra!
The S. N. Club, recently founded at
school, has had some memorable
times. In a body, the members atCampus Carnival was held this
tended the operetta, "Pinafore", at year on June 3 in the Albert Gardner
the Quincy Senior High School. An- Boyden Gymnasium at 7.30 o'clock.
other day, they picnicked at Fieldston. Due to rain, the proposed plans for

The Birthday of
The Infanta

holding it on the Upper Campus had
to be abandoned late in the afternoon
and the booths erected in the gymnasium.
The gymnasium was artistically
turned into a woodland bower by
stacked piles of fir and hemlock on
all sides, lending a spicy tang and
interesting atmosphere to the affair.
Booths in which could be bought sandwiches, buns, cakes, and ice cream
were decorated in the motif of the
whole program-red, white and blue,
Patriotic colors. A fine electrola, furnished by a kindly Brockton firm, sup~
plied music for dancing in the cleared
space in the center of the hall.
Flower girls vending roses and bouquets of sweet peaS also lent atmos~
phe're to the gaily decorated hall. A
program of dance by the dancing class

entitled "The B.i:rthday of the In~
fanta" and base« on the fairy tale of
the same name by Oscar Wilde was
the outstanding event of the evening.
It presented the well-known theme
entirely'
pantom,ine and beautifully
expressive dancing. Miss Esther Lindberg as the Infanta and Miss Sophie
Taylor as the Dwarf presented the
most impressive performances. Miss
Florence Kerness furnished the note
of comedy in her usual able way. The
whole effect was beautiful and graceful, and showed us that we have girls
of great talent in our midst of whom
we have been hitherto unaware.
The Patriot's Fair was a great suc~
cess for all directing and participating in it and we will look forward
eagerly to next year's carnIval in
hopes that it may equal this one.

in
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T-w-enty Years
Cllanges the A's

To a Parrot
I don't propose
to think
As you suppose.
Don't blink
You saucy bird!
You're wise,
Your wit absurd
Denies
That taunting mock
So still
Your haughty talk
So shrill.
-Christine Martin, Dl.

Washington, D. c.,
June 20, 1952.
My Dear Girl:
Such a shock as your letter gave
me! So you have been doing missionary work among the wild tribes of
Central Africa for nearly twenty
yearsl
Unbelievable! No wonder
you ask for news of your classmates
of B. S. T. C.-and you shall have it
even though it akes me days to write
it.
On June 20, 1932, we proudly
marched up for our diplomas. Twenty
years have followed - all bringing
something new. Since we are all
grads of a Teachers' College it seems
only logical to say-"Why, your classmates are all teaching school." How
sadly lacking in truth that statement
is ! Lo and behold-and listen to the
truth.
I visited B. S. T. C. several weeks
ago at Biennial, and really I felt
quite at home. You'd never guess
who is dean of women there now.
Who? Oh, not-Sadie is. And you
should see how our Sadie makes everyone step. Some of the professors
were quite familiar, too. Dorothea
Averill spoke to the Alumni on "Why
Pi Applies Only to Things Round",
the main theme of which was not the
Revolution in Hindustan.
Sadie told me that Bea Seaver fid~
dIed for quite a while in the backwoods of Vermont, but at present she
is training an orchestra of her owna family affair-and she is first fiddle.

The A's As Seen
By the Commuters

Virginia Lord-most helpfu1.
Bettina King-most musical.
Claire Eddy-most patient
Mildred Schaier-most fun loving.
Aileen Tiihonen-most blonde.
Ruth Marsden-most literary.
Mae Burns-biggest eyes.
Helen Sullivan-best sense of humor.
Ruth Lord-most athletic.
Barbara Pray-most handy.
Florence Hartt-most determined.
Alice Atwood-most argumentative.
Winnie Lennon-quietest.
Florence Cobb-most steady.
Sadie Gould-most sociable.
Lib Quartz-gigg1iest~
Irene Roberti-most reserved.
Peggy Farrar-brownest eyes.
Beatrice Nelson-drawliest.
Jennie Borsari-kindest.
Lillian Gray-most dogmatic.
Mary Sweeney-most nervous.
Roddy Terry-most undisturbed.
Jean Ferguson-most matter-of-fact.
Loretta Coakley-jolliest.
Peggy Ney-most gracious.
Doris Southwick-most conservative.
Effie Post-tallest.
Dora Cobb-primmest.
Mary Bridges-bluest eyes.
Louise Borden-most graceful.
Ruth Petluck-tiniest.
Louise Jackson-most nonchalant.
Margaret Van Houten-most natureloving.
Evelyn Sullivan-snappiest.
Beatrice Seaver-most self-sufficient.
Helen Kenneally-most forgetful.
Mary Aulbach-best executive.
Ethel Duffy-most enthusiastic.
Harriette Parmenter-most intellectual.
Dot Creeden-most efficient.
Barbara Hart-best-dressed.
Florence .Kerness-peppiest.
Mary MeN earney-most cheerful.
Helen Cleary-most dependable.
Victoria Saulenas-most industrious.
Helen Conathan-most youthful.
Sally Suttill-most leisurely.
Clara Viglione-prettiest hair.
Priscilla Comeau-most dignified.
Margaret Sullivan-most poised.
Anne Clarke-slimmest.
Camilla Pickering-mildest.
.
Ruth Stetson-most conscientious.
Dorothea A verill--cleverest.

Our class always was musical. Ruthy
Bridges is director of the Women's
Symphony of Boston. But most remarkable of all is Lillian Gray's feat.
With the aid of her fiddle, she has
charmed and led into Lake Agassiz
all the boll weevels, corn borers, and
other insects so that now, much to Mr.
Stearns' delight, man has been able
to conquer his greatest enemy.
Tina is the rival of the King of
England, who was the Prince of
Wales in 1932, in the "coming to
earth" method of horseback riding.
She can do that almost as well as she
can conduct the largest school orches~
tra in the country.
Remember Peggy Farrar? She is
the best known and most successful
bill collector in New England. Peggy's
old gang has become scattered far and
wide. Louise is champion typist of
the world-she does most of her work
during the "sumner" (pardon, that
should have been an "m"). Claire
Eddy is coaching her young son in
football so that he may follow in his
father's footsteps when he enters the
Harvard squad when he enters five
years from now. Aileen has been
traveling far and wide. Her hobby
and life-work is that of snapping pic~
tures of famous people when they are
YQu,~d be surprised at
s.

Among the famous writers of the
day are the names of several of our
classmates. Louise Jackson has writ~
ten more collections of poetry than
Dumas wrote books. Ruth Stetson's
"How to Remember Things" is one
of the most widely read books, being

Scraps From
Some Songs
The Huntsmen - Pictures for Miss
Smith.
The Football Game--C6 in Chem. Lab.
Sweet Days Farewell-The first day
of school.
When the Foeman Bares His Steel"Test today in Biology".
.Guardian Angels - Miss Pope, Mr.
Kelly,
Drink to Me Only with Thine EyesGene Higgins to Girls.
The National Game--Homework.
The Minstrel Boy-John B. Bates.
There's Music in the Air-Friday.
"Biology" F6rever-C6 OR Tuesday.
Good Night, Ladies-Gigolos after a
dance.
Good Night, Boys-Miss 'Pope, after
dalle-e.
o How I Miss You Tonight-Girls
Outside Postoffice.
Blow Ye Winds, Heigh Ho!-No school
for C trainers.
Our Patriot Fathers-The Grads.
I l'Love" You- The "C's" to the
"B's".
Evening Prayer-When Tuesdays are
eliminated.
Northwestern University seeks six
child prodigies for an unusual experiment. Heretofore genius children
have had to enter the regular university classes where they have not had
to work up to the limit of their ability
and have had to associate with average students. In this unique experiment the children will be segregated.
In a special environment and associating only with each other they will be
given special instruction and opportunity.

The Snozzle Family
B3's Idea of an
Ideal Graduate There is a large family living in the
B3 thinks the ideal graduate should
have the following qualities:
Molly Monahan's hair
Amy Wright's eyes
Mary O'Keefe's eyebrow's
Dorothea Aboott's eyelashes
Alice Moynihan's complexion
Katherine Foye's dimples
Jane Stub's teeth
Frances Ryan's figure
Ellen Meal's voice
Honora Quigley's poise
Marion Ring's laugh
Ena Fredette's personality
Helen Hedin's neatness
Agnes AIm's intellect
Helen McKenney's vividness
Margaret Reardon's sense of humor
Rose Kershner's dancing ability
Betty Giles' way with the men
Lucille Grogan's good sportsmanship
Vivian Denly's sincerity
Gladys Ryan's friendliness.
surpassed only by "How to Keep from
Blushing", by Helen Conathan.
Priscilla is at present traveling in
Europe with Jimmy, Sr., and Jim, Jr.
Prill's main occupation is making a
home for her two Jimmies. Winnie
Lennon is married also and has three
most adorable youngsters.
Helen
Cleary and Evelyn Sullivan are two
of the other girls who did not value
single blessedness.
Bea Nelson is president of the John
Hancock Insurance Co., and Rick
Marsden is chief of the Monson Fire
Department, the most efficient fire
partment in the country. Skipper is
junior partner in a chemical engineering plant.
Ruth Lord still counts time-she
does it now in her dancing school. Of
the .sal,J»~ school is Peggy Ney, who is

Back Woods (back of Woodward)
called the Snozzle family. Perhaps
in your travels up and down the corridors you have heard someone
greeted as "Bimbo" or "Uncle Beezer"
and you wondered who these people
were. I am going to let you in on the
secret and introduce you to the whole
Snozzle tribe.
Grandpa Snozzle.... Olga Ahonen
Grandma Snozzle .. lrene Roberti
Papa Joffre Snozzle
Carolyn Larchar
Mama Angie Snozzle
Margaret Farrar
Susie Snozzle .......... Claire Eddy
Tink Snozzle ...... Aileen Tiihonen
Uncle Beezer Bohunk
Beatrice Nelson
Aunt Louisa Beezer Bohunk
Louise Borden
Bimbo Bohunk. .Mildred Schaier
Bozo Bohunk.......... Ruth French
Uncle Soapie Soke
Bettina King
Aunt Floppie Soke
Florence Cobb
Cousin Izzi Soke
Elizabeth Lawrence
Uncle Handy Dandy Burp
Priscilla Comea'fi
Betty Otto Burp
Ruth Marsden
Now that you've been properly introduced, don't forget to greet these
people' by their pet names, and I'm
sure they will reward you with a
smile.
Peg Sullivan and Barb Hartt are
authorities on "What the Well-dressed
School~marm Should Wear,"
Dora
Cobb, champion bridge player in the
world, has just been lecturing on
"Why every school teacher should
learn to play bridge." And I can't
play yet!
Dot

syne.
Flo Kerness and Bunny are leaders
of the famous "Pep" team and are at
present "pepping up" Europe, Paris
especially.
The foremost literary critic of the
day is none other than Harriette-and
when she isn't "critting" she is pitch~
ing a mean horseshoe. She can't be
beaten!
Virginia Lord has become a collector of books. She has the finest
and rarest collection in the country.
Just visit her magnificent library
when you return from the wilds. It is
a Paradise of books.
The artist of our class is Alice At~
wood, as you have probably guessed.
Barbara Pray is also active in the
world of ·art. She is head of an interior decorating establishment.

ou can
down." Well, surely you can't
a clever woman from rising.
has just completed a solo :flight around
the world.
.
Have you heard what Mae Burns
is doing :to preserve that "schoolgirl
complexion ?" She's selling candy.
She has charge of all the candy that
goes to all the Teachers Colleges in
America.
. Mary Aulbach is mayor~ess of "the
old home town"-Quincy-and she is
ably assisted by her most capable secretary, Mary Sweeney. If Mary
could run S. C. A. at B. S. T. C., she
surely can make the sparks fly in
Quincy. Most efficient is Mary.
Bonnie and Eunice are still inseparable. Who wouldn't envy so fine a
friendship? The two are co-owners
of a well-known newspaper, of which
Eunie is the editor-in-chief.
You have undoubtedly heard of
Madame Clare, renowned beauty expert, who is no other than our friend,
Clara.
Jennie and Vic are managers of the
In a few short weeks, commence'Victory Teachers Agency, and you
ment day will have come and gone
may be sure that all Bridgewater
for the six hundred students at the
girls will find positions these days.
Bridgewater Tea~rs College, and
they will be turning their' efforts to
work or pleasure~
For the graduating class, those
grand old Seniors, the summer will be When I'm a teacher old and gray,
one of great activity in the line of I hope someone of me will say,
seeking positions, modified by a little "She did her work most thoroughlyseeking of pleasure. Some of these, Both mentally and morally.
as well as under-graduates, will spend
"vacations" laboring in hot dog Her pupils liked her very much.
stands, gasoline stations, beaches. She was their friend-and being such,
Others will officiate in hotels as bell Inspired them on to do good deeds
hops, elevator boys, or assistant chefs Of kindness which the' world most
(1. e.-washing dishes, peeling potaneeds.
toes). Summer camps will afford an
opportunity for both men and women She aided them in all their work
to work and enjoy a vacation simul- Which they in turn ne'er tried to
taneously.
shirk.
These many varied occupations will All work to them was fun galore.
prove interesting diversions, but at They always asked for more and
the same time they will benefit the
more.
students from monetary and physical
standpoints. In the fall their dear old The class was happy, bright, and gay,
college will welcome their return as A busy group throughout the day."
sunburned, vigorous material from If all agree my work's worth while,
which to develop the professional I'll face retirement with a smile.
product.
-Ellen E. Meal, B3.

After Graduation
-What?

.Success

Senior Complaints
"Boydened" with work.
"Huffie" over exams.
"Nye" a nervous breakdown~
"Hill"s of unwritten projects ..
"Olive" a flutter.
"Doner" where to get a job.
"Frieda" the last report.
"Beckwith" the unemployed.
"Sleeper" than usual.
"Isabelle" ever going to ring?'
"Carter" mess of stuff home.
"Hunt" for overdue books.
"Marks" all E's.
Vacation-"Lovett".
"Durgin" our jeans for dues.
"Cald well" and given discharge~
"Grave" good-byes.
"Lutz" of rehearsals.
"Borchers" .
"Lo is" time for the train.
"Stu art" the dining hall.
llAlI en" all, we hate to leave.
"Vining" ivy to plant.
"Stearn" lectures.
Rain "De ckers" of spring.
Oh "Shaw"!

B-3 Superlatives
Dot Abbott-Class Flirt.
Mary Adamczyk-Most sociable.
Aggie AIm-Most efficient.
Helen Barker-Class club woman~
Ev Chase-Most quiet.
Viv Denley-Most sincere.
Kay Doyle-Most high hat.
Kay Foye-Best natured.
Ena Fredette-Most ideal.
Betty Giles-Wittiest.
Lu Grogan-Class sport.
Helen Hedin-Most pious.
Ginny Howland-Class guide.
Rose Kershner-Best dancer.
Celia Larkin-Biggest bluffer.
Alma Le Maire-Most studious.
Helen McKenney-Most scintillating-.
Sarah Marder-Most self-conscious.
Grace
Mollie Monahan-Peppiest.
Al Moynihan-Most congenial.
Mary J. O'Keefe-Smoothest.
Angie Plaza-Most home loving.
Nonnie Quigley-Most sophisticated'.
Peg Reardon-Class jester..
ClRingie" Ring-Class cut-up.
Fran Ryam-Class athlete.
Glad Ryan-Most pleasant.
Lucy St. Laurent-Most argumenta,..
tive .
Rose Sheinuk-Most retiring.
Jane Stub-Best hearted.
Ginny Weston-Glass giggler.
Helen Winning-Tallest.
Amy Wright-Most petite.
Remember 1932? No wonder so few
of us become teachers.
Speaking of teachers, there are at
few of us who have stuck to the profession. Loretta is head of the new
experimental HSunshine" S c h 0 0 1,.
where children are taught to be
happy. In the Biology department at
Boston University we find Mary
Bridges. Roddy Terry is superintendent of schools in Nantucket. Do
you' wonder why all the teachers Olll:
the island come from B. S. To C.? Camilla is principal of a boys' school in
Fall River, and Sally Suttil is superyiser of allShakesperean work taken
up in the high schools of Boston. Oh,
yes, Ethel Duffy is teaching, too. She
is Psychology instructor at Columbia~
and she gives her students a test
every day so that they will get over
their fear of examinations.
We likewise have inventors in our
class. Olga Ahonen, after years of
experimentation, has discovered a
formula for an effective, fast-work
bleaching cream. N ow girls are not
afraid to spend the week-end before
Prom or a big dance at the beach.
Helen Kenneally and Mary McN earny
have perfected a camera which takes
photographs which always :flatter the
photographed.
Incidentally, they
have been doing all the photographic
work for Normal Offering for the last
five years and bid fair to continue for
many years to come--which is very
natural.
Dramatic ability is not foreign to
(Continued on page 7, column 1)
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The -,-"\'s As Seen
By the Dorm
Students

A-3 Superlatives

J. Leo Ash-Biggest bluffer.
K. Merton Bozoian-Biggest brute.
Nathan Bulotsky---Smoothest.
William Carey-Most nonchalant.
John Carreiro--Most naughtycal.
Most optimistic-Ruth Fall.
P. Francis Carroll-Most pugilistic.
Sunniest-Barbara Hart
Charles Clough-Most outspoken.
Most domestic-Margaret Farrar.
Mario Ciccone--M ost Musical ( ? ) .
Nicest giggle-Lib Quartz.
Paul Collen-Most eccentric.
lrlost gentlemanly-Ed Leahy.
Ernest Cote--" Gravest".
Most ambitious-Bea Seaver.
Thomas 'Cullen-Most athletic.
Cutest-Cerise AIm.
William Curley-most sociable.
:Best natured-Bea Nelson.
William Cronin-Best "Uncle".
Most generous-Loretta Coakley.
Mr. John Daly-Best father.
Sweetest-Claire Eddy.
Frank Desmond-Most dismal.
Prettiest-Clara Viglione.
Hugh Heney-Most Verbose.
Most popular-Betty Giles.
Edward Leahy-Most mannerly.
Shortest-Ruth Petluck.
Ralph Osborne--Sleepiest.
Tallest-Effie Post.
Alfred Pimental-Most efficient.
Best looking-Ed Leahy.
Charles Pratt-Most scientific.
Best penman-Nate Bulotsky.
Best dancers-Flo Kerness and Bill Herbert Reckards-Most diminutive.
Guy Russo--Biggest pest.
Curley.
John
Shockley-Most self-confident.
Best singer-Leo Ash.
Walter Trafton-Most engaged.
BeiOt dressed-Roddy Terry.
Franklyn White-Littlest Big Shot.
Most athletic girl-Mil.schaier.
Most athletic boy-Thomas Cullen.
Best actress-Ruth Petluck.
Most serious-Irene Roberti.
Most versatile-Bettina King.
Most studious-Victoria Saulenas.
I cannot write a verse,
Most literary-Harriette Parmenter.
I cannot make a rhyme;
Most friendly-Mary Bridges.
I cannot get a meter
Class Comedienne-Helen Sullivan.
That can be worth a dime.
Drawliest-Bernard Carey.
Spunkiest-Ena Fredette.
I cannot write a play,
Most unique-Alice Atwood.
I cannot sing a song;
Most punctilious-Margaret Sullivan.
I cannot draw an object;
Most fickle-Paul Collen.
So something must be wrong.
Most excruciating-Guy Russo.
-Sally De Mello, B4.
Most Brunette---Ruth Marsden.
Most Blonde-Aileen Tiihonen.
Milly is "sailing the seven seas",
Most extravagant-Priscilla Comeau.
captain of the ship "Catch Me If You
Best seamstress-Virginia Lord.
Can." We wonder who the first mate
Most dignified-Mary Aulbaeh.
is. She hasn't told us yet.
Most. likeable-Johnnie Carreiro.
The greatest honor befalling any
Most graceful-Ruth Lord.
one in the class is that which has
Most talkative-Queenie Green.
come to Ruth Fall-stately, dignified
Most marcelled-Mario Ciccone.
Ruth. She is now the first lady of
"~
Best complexioned-Olga Ahonen.
the land and everyone admires and
~ost humerous-Marion Ring.
loves her. Who is the President?
S~ed-Cami1Ia Pickering.

The Daily Song

~-
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The B's

ill

1942

Library Club
Holds Outing

June 20, 1942
Dear Miss Pope:
I have just returned frORl a most
On Thursday, the second of June,
interesting trip around the worldwhich, aiter all, is a very small place, the elements permitting, Miss Carter,
woe is me! I thought you might be faculty advisor, and eighteen girls
interested to know that I saw so many from the Library Club held a picnic
of that 1932 B3 class-it seemed quite at Robins Pond, East Bridgewater at
Ruth Stetson's cottage.
By four
like old times.
On the very night before I left, I o'colck all were ready, seated in the
was celebrating in New York's most bus with bathing suits, caps and
exclusive night club and whom should towels, and best of all, bags containI see but DOROTHY ABBOTT, a very ing the supper.
accomplished hostess. To satisfy my
Before the hostess had time to uncuriosity and allay my wonderment, lock the door of the boathouse it was
Dot assured me that KAY FOY was surrounded by eager lovers of the
no farther away than across the water.
A rewboat on shore was
street, where she had established a pounced upon with delight and minus
kindergarten of her own, assisted by oarlocks but with oars, able skippers
VIVIAN DENLY, instructor in music. took command. The rowboat had to
Among the numerous patronesses, was be abandoned however until after
ROSE KERSHNER, the skilled eques- supper, when an eagle eye spied the
trienne.
oarlocks hanging on the wall in the
But I must get to the boat-. Oc- boathouse.
cupying the bridal suite was GLADYS
The canoe riders fared better than
RY AN, no less, just as SKINNY as those in the boat, for a canoe needs
ever.
no oarlocks. Miss Carter proved herI thought the swimming instructor's self a worthy propellor of the craft.
paj amas were familiar and on further
After a while, all those in the water
investigation, I found it was JANE especially began to feel faint gnawSTUB, the noted novelist, traveling ings ever growing louder in the reincognito to study human nature at gions of their stomachs. It seemed
close range.
so long to wait for supper but it
An inspired sermon was preached finally. arrived to much "ohing" and
by HELEN HEDIN, the ship's min- "ah-ing". The supper was delicious
ister.
and so plentiful.
I was fortunate in arriving at LivThe wise girls who saved what they
erpool in time for the impressive
ovation accorded MIS S AMY knew they could not eat until later
WRIGHT; who had just landed from felt as frisky as early in the afterher record breaking Atlantic solo hop. noon. These people went out on the
I was introduced to the Lord Mayor lake again and in such excitement
of London under the expert tutelage that a near collision between boat and
of VIRGINIA HOWLAND, former canoe ,vas just barely avoided.
All too soon the bus returned for
female guide, followed by a reception
at the American Ambassador's house the picknickel's and once again all
where I was warmly welcomed by th~ were at Woodward Hall, happy and
charming hostess, MISS HONORA til'ed and proclaiming the picnic a
QUIGLEY. CATHERINE DOYLE huge success.
who was assisting her in pouring, i~
in London on research work

Extra!
Just as this issue of Campus Comment goes to press, reporter Brewer
comes in with a great scoop. It is
the life story of John S. Bates, reelected secretary of the Freshman
Class. He made these statements to
Mr. Brewer: "I was born in the year
1. I was raised on Mellon's Foodsthat accounts for my size. I was
brung up by my parents. They taught
me "Readin, Ritin, and Rithmetic. In
the year 16 I was duly granulated
from High School. At 18 I became
student of Love Human Nature Psychology of Human Nature. Then my
classmates elected me Secretary, protem. Then they took off the "protem" 'cause I didn't say it right and
now in the words of our ex-president
,We overlook the honor and take up'
our duties in their full responsibil·
ities'."

Second Nature
It's second nature to a cat
To be afraid of dogs;
While chicks, I know, will not attempt
To try and live in bogs.
It's second nature to a mOUSe
To run from wily cats;
While birds that like the sunshine
bright
Cal"t get along with bats.
It's second nature then, I guess,
For me to shake with fright
When spiders always like to come
Into ~y bed at night.
-Sally De Mello, B4.

We Protest
We're going to change our names we
are,
The first chance that we get.
Oh no, we won't get married-no!
We don't want marriage-yet.

..

~red to d~ath
Of always being first,
At
the
theatre
in
Paris,
I
you know, is in Washington with her
I peered into a tulip cup,
Of always sitting way up fronthusband, who is the younger Senator HELEN McKENNEY playing, with
To find that purple night
The' place we like the worst.
her
usual
fire
an,d
genius,
the
leading
from New Yor~.
Was, robed around a slender shell
And now be serious and don't smile. role in "The Lovely Lady."
Leaving footprints in the valley
We always, ever, lead the classYou ~ight have guessed this. Helen
On the battlefields of France I saw
Quite- forgotten by the wind
'
As far as last names go ..
Sullivan is the leading meteorologist the "Dirty Four" (FRANCES RYAN,
In the first faint flush of light.
And teachers always call on us
in the United States. She has just MARGARET REARDON, ALICE
-Pauline Donovan.
For questions we don't know.
published a book entitled, "The Value MOYNIHAN and MARY MONAof Almanacs to Students of Meteor- HAN) collecting the most unusual
ology." Can you beat it1
epitaphs from the best known cemSomewhere in our journey in Africa We're nearly always first or last-I guess that accounts for all the eteries.
we unearthed the news that ROSE It's dull as it can be.
girls in our Class A; I don't know
One day we went to the tennis SHEINUK and SARAn MARDER We want a name about mid-way
what all of the men are doing, but I match at Wimbledon and whom should are running play days for the African Where there's variety.
-G. A.
have asked Nate (because of his beau- we see playing in the women's cham- natives. HELEN WINNING is in
(Continued from page 6, column 5) tiful handwiriting) to write and tell pIOns
.
h'IP game b ut L UCILLE GRO- Africa, too, making quite a collection
our class either. Anne Clarke is now you why the A men did not all become GAN. We also went to see a basket- of frogs, which she preserves in forone of the Stratford-on-A von players. college professors.
ball game one night because we heard maldehyde.
It is predicted that she will eclipse
Isn't it surprising that so few of that MARY J. O'KEEFE, the star
LUCY ST. LAURANT is on a world
Barrymore. As for Irene, she has us are teaching? Or maybe it isn't. basketball player of the world, was to tour, arguing on the merits of sewing The sweetest rain has just begun,
And all the world was hushed and
the male lead in "The Three Musk- You are one of a famous class, I play. We were very disappointed machines in the schoolroom.
tiredWe stopped for a few days in Madeteers" which has been playing at the assure you, a class whose members when we heard that she had been
Each
tree her coat around her drew,
Comedie Francaise for over two years. have gone out into the world and called away by the death of a relative. agascar where we found that ANGEAnd waiting, trembled thirstily.
Floppy Cobb has had a magnificent made a name for themselves in all
We attended the conference of the LIN A PLAZA was givin glectures on
summer home on the Cape, where she fields.
League of Nations and we heard domestic science. VIRGINIA WES- The bridegroom voice boomed, low at
first;
is planning to entertain the Class of
My best wishes to your cannIbal AGNES ALM make an opening TON is there, too, where she (."'Onducts
The virgin world said, "Lo, he comes!"
1932 of B. S. T. C. on their 25th friends. You may assure them that speech.
a very successful glee club.
The sky shot silver arrows down.
anniversary, June 20, 1957. Also con- I don't ever expect to visit them, so
While in Switzerland we met
We were interested in stopping at
The grass was strangely green, and
nected with the Cape is Florence that they need not plan their usual MARY ADAMCZYK on her honey- an out of the way little island in the
trees
Hartt. Flo controls a private bus line welcome to strangers. I don't see moon. She is still the same cheerful South Seas to see the peculiar tribe
Drank deep. The sky knelt down in
to the Cape for the benefit of her how you escaped. And for goodness' friendly person she used to be.
' of natives and as we stepped off the
violet.
friends. Her favorite "vocation" is sake, don't bury yourself in the wilds
In Vienna they were having a con- boat we heard a sound which was a
We looked at it together-you
entertaining her old friends some- for the rest of your days. Why not ference of Women's Clubs from all cross between a lion's roar and a
And I. I found your hand and our
where on "Old Cape Cod".
come to our Silver Reunion in 1957? over the world.
We learned that hyena's laugh. On further investiHearts met. A silent instant washed
You might guess what Van is doing. That would be a treat.
HELEN BARKER is the president of gation we found that it was the laugh
Us clean. My dear, years hence when
She is organizing new Girl> Scout
In remembrance of four happy the· Federation of WOlnen's Clubs. of one of the white women on the
rain
troops all over the country. No better years together-oh, so long ago, I BETTY GILES assists her in organ:. . island. There were but two white
Shall fall at twilight or at dawn,
leader than Van could be found for wish you joy, happiness, and safety izing new and interesting. clubs for couples on the island and whom
We shall not see nor care. But we
this work, we know. We shall al- in your work.
women.
should they be but MARION RING Have known a baptism tonight.
ways remember her as ~'the best scout
Sincerely,
We heard of a very unusual rural and ENA FREDETTE, former room-Charlotte Murray.
there ever was."
A member of Class A. school in the Mountains of Czecho- mates at B. S. T. C. Ringie's husband
slovakia and upon visiting it, whom is an engineer there and Ena's an
should We find teaching there but archeologist. Incidentally, Ringie l'S
I th l'ttl
Guess what Cerise is doing. No,
she- isn't married. She was besieged
n e 1 e town of Hanover, where
by such a mob of adoring swains that
EVELYN CHASE.
She is doing a dean of women at a school for the Dartmouth is located, the town officials
· great deal of good work among the natives.
d 'd
she gave them' all "the air". She
eCl ed to swell. the.town coffers by
· native peasant children.
I hear that ELLEN MEAL J'ust
.
d'
told me that she has determined to How different from four years ago?
I n L emngrad
.
passmg
we Eiaw a huge crowd gave a lecture at school on the arts t d t an or manee requiring eligible
th d
s u en s to vote and pay poll tax. At
be an old maid. I wonder! At pres-; More of wisdom~nt she is chairman of the Mardi- Poise. ga
b
ere listening to a fiery oration and crafts. She must be very suc- a town meeting students of Darteing delivered from a soap box and cessful in the art line. I also heard
h
Gras festival at New Orleans.
S k i l l - ·'
mout
went en
massetwoandbills
being
in
smce we were. interested we listened. that GRACE MI·CHEL l'S very suc-' th
e majority
passed
which

Most s
Nicest eyes-Amy Wright.
Most faithful-Franklyn White.
Most artistic-Eunice Whittier.
Most high-minded-Bonnie Anderson.
Most abse-nt-minded-Louise Jackson.
Most mathematical-Flop Cobb.
Most musical-Walker Trafton.
Most scientific-Ernest Cote.
Most helpful-Peggy Ney.
Most innocent-Evelyn Sullivan.
Most obliging-Dora Cobb.
Most forgetful-Brownie Stetson.

Vespei Shower

F.our Y ears

Libs has gone so fast I haven't been
able to keep track of her very well.
I believe that just now she has entered the automobile races at Daytona:
and she expects to make a new record.
She can do it, too.

KnowledgeVisionBroadened willSince four years ago?
Hope it's so,
As we go.

, The orator was none other than our cessful in keeping bees.
old friend CELIA LARKIN.
We arrived home full of enthusl'asm
We heard that ALMA LeMAIRE for our trip and glad to have seen all
was in Siberia with her husband, a our old classmates.
Harvard professor who is doing reSincerely yours,
search work there.
An old friend of the school.

1'f

f 0 11owed out would result in a wall
around the town eight miles high and
a city hall one foot wide and a mile
high. The matter has been placed in
th e h and s of auth orities in Washington.
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COLLEGE SPORTS

"'Track and Field Events

Bridgewater Bids Adieu
To Popular Athletes As
End of Year Approaches
SOCCER OUTFIT TO LOSE
NINE "VETS"

Lettermen Elect
"Charlie" Aherne
ABINGTON STAR IS BASEBALL
CAPTAIN FOR NEXT YEAR

At a recent meeting of the lettermen of the ball team, Charles Aherne
of North Abington was elected captain of next year's outfit. With the
player-coach system being used,
1932 - 33
Aherne will also coach the team.
This past year was extremely sucPresident-Mary Allen
cessful for the pedagogues, one of
Vice President-Esther Tarr
the best to represent the school reCorresponding Secretarycently, and, although three will be
Mary Crowley
lost by graduation, prospects for a
Recording Secretary-Grace Knox
elassy nine next spring look promisTreasurer-Gertrude Barnes
ing. This year, with Eddie Leahy
Head of Hikes-Ruth Ferris
pitching championship ball all the way
Head of Health-Elinor Meyer
and Joe Teeling, Eddie Welch and
Head of Dancing-Esther Lindberg
Chick Ciccone slugging the pill in
Head of Bowling-Ella Lewis
great style the teacher boys had no
Head of Golf-Anna Tripp
difficulty running up a string of vicHead of Soccer-Gunvor Henrikson
tories.
Head of Archery-Lemira Smith
Leahy, Ciccone and Johnny ShockHead of Tennis-Eleanor Schreiber
ley will be lost to the· team, as they
Head of Baseball-Aloyse Mitchell
are due to receive sheepskins. If a
Head of Track and Fieldcapable pitcher can be unearthed to
Frances Ingram
step into Leahy's shoes, about all of
Head of Volley Ball~Elois Godfrey Aherne's worries will be over.
Head of Tennikoit-Evelyn Beane
The new coach is well known
Head of Hockey-Beatrice Renzi
throughout the district, as he has
Head of Basketball-Elsie Taylor
played with the Old Town football
Head of Campus Carnivaleleven for the past several years,
Alice Magnant
holding down an end position. He
also played while, at Abington High
, and later played basketball and baseball at Thayer Academy. For the
past two years he has been regular
centrefielder for the teachers. In both
years he has batted well over the .300
mark.

e---------------------------Officers ill W. A. A.

Many Prominent Members from
Major Sports Team are
Leaving this Year

-

COM~IENT

Farewell to our departing senior
athletes. Twelve of them have earned
their letters in major sports that are
leaving the Red and White this year
Soccer leads in number of men, nine
letters having been awarded to fourth
year men.
Baseball follows with
basketball and tennis.
Next year's soccer team "will miss
the splendid work of Coach "Johnny"
Carreiro, uTom" Cullen, Bozoian,
White, Shockley, Ciccone, Desmond,
Carroll, and Clough. Walter Nardelli
will captain and coach next year's
outfit..
The smooth working and fast basketball quintette will lose by graduation the stellar center, Ed Leahy;
the :i;ast guard, "Tom" Cullen; Leo
Ash and John Shockley. Captain and
Coach, Eddie Welch, graduates next
year.
Captain and Coach Frank Desmond
of the baseball team has been able
to build up a pretty good ball club
He will receive his sheepskin with
other team-mates: Leahy, Ciccone,
Carroll, and Clough.
Herby Reckards, captain-coach and
No. 1 tennis player, will be missed
plenty. The only consistent winner,
losing but one match all year, he will
be aL.hard . .mau.to .l'epJace.
The class boasts of two 3-Ietter men.
They are "Tom" Cullen and John
Shockley.

Selliors Triumph
Over Juniors
ill Bowling

A thin, new moon was sinking in
the West as some famous boys of
B. S. T. C. commenced to gather at
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By Sweeney
The ball team brought the season
to a successful close Saturday, June
3, when a trip to Fitchburg was taken
and the prospective teachers of that
city were handed a trimming, 3 to 1.
It was the only victory of the year
that a Bridgewater team could boast
of over Fitchburg.
The game was close all the way with
the local athletes obtaining an early
lead and elining onto it throughout
the clash. In the second inning, Eddie
Leahy was given a base' on balls, Kiernan bunted to put Leahy on second,
and then Edward scored on Shockley's infield grounder, which was
handled rather slowly by the opposition.
In the sixth, another Bridgewater
run filtered over the plate when
Charlie Aherne reached first on an
error, and Welch promptly rapped a
clout off the third baseman's shins
that went for two bases, Aherne scoring with the second Bridgewater tally
of the day. In the seventh frame,
Coombs chiseled a home run when he
drove the baH far into left field and
circled the bases before the up-State
outfit recovered the pill.
The Fitchburg score was the result
of some ragged play by none other
than your old sport editor himself.
Said player dropped three' flies in a
row out in right field in the eighth

inning, and, to make it complete?
Charlie Aherne, ever the old fox,
sneaked in from center :field to second
base hoping to catch a Fitchburg runner napping, but when the sphere was
tossed to him, Charles let it ride far
out in the field, and the runner came
in with the only tally for the home
clan.
Ed Leahy deserves worlds of credit
for some nice pitching peTformances
this past year and the Fitchburg
game was but one of several. Welch,
Ciccone and ,Coombs were best with
the bat for the Bridgewater nine.
The B. T. C. stalwarts: Aherne ef,
Ciccone 5S, Welch 2b, Leahy p, Kiernan 3b, Shockley If, Peterson 1b,
Coombs c, Sweeney rf.
Then tennis team took a beating
from the Fitchburg netmen recently
in the up-State city, the count being
4 to 3. The affair was a battle aU
the w~y, with the score being tied at
three-all when the final doubles match
of the day was started.
Reckards had little difficulty taking
his singles match while UButch" Nardelli also came through with a. win
in the singles. In the doubles, Nardelli and Reckards teamed up to win
the most exciting match of the day.
They downed O'Brien and Kerrigan,
7-5, 9-7, with plenty of action being
manifest throughout.
girls must like it to go riding so often
in this time of depression.
Olive
Brittain was chosen head of this sport.

At last the school has succumbed
to the idea of bicycles, and you prob* * * *
ably have seen two shining blue biTennis instruction under Lucille
cycles being ridden shakily around. Grogan has been wen received. It
(You know it is a long time since the
every Tuesday afternoon She
..
.
. ..
if,;: t:::.1111 L
Hell' ]'
L,
1. <::11
u:om..,
too, and it shOl.itcl oe as eXCItIng as
l'eally isn't a great deal to pay for that of last year. By the way, did
an hour's enJ' oyment.
you know that the head of tennis is
oj<
* '" * .
the lllOst popular girl on the campus
All the spring sports seem to be in in the spring. She even has people
great favOl' for there are many girls calling for her to walk to breakfast,
out for them each night. Grace Knox, with them.
the head of baseball, says the girls
seem as enthused as ever about the
----------------------~----sport. She is running off a tournament and it yet remains to be seen
Kodaks and Films
which class will
* *be the
* *winner.
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the . .

.
frOn1 sti'otIs witI1
their sisters.
Two came from a
bridge game; several left their studies. Soon a crowd gathered and thel'e
was excitement galore.
MRS. ( KATHERINE OSBORNE As we look in to the scene more
Continued from page 1)
deeply, we overhear a conversation between the rival captains, Mario Cichad been sent from India, over the cone '32 and Al A vitable '33.
Himalayas to the needlework ers 0 f
"Well AI, wish you luck, may the
China to be embroidered. The piece better team win," we hear Chic comwas about two hundred years old, and
when 011e sees the delicate pattern,
she is glad that machines were not
in China at that time.
Mrs. Osborne demonstl'ated an
Indian woman's mode of dress with
the fabrics that she had.
The talk was not all confined to
fabrics, but took in also the school
of Afghanistan and the Khybbe Pass,
and the rough hardy people of that
section of India.
The hour was over only too soon,
and Mrs. Osborne with her forceful
brilliant personality left her audience
one great urge to see the beauties of
the Orient.
After the lecture many took the opportunity to see the clothes at closer
range and went up to the stage.
Here the enthusiasm was so great that
the combined efforts of Miss Pope
and Mrs. Osborne were needed to keep
the goods from being injured from
eager handling.
. It was with a combined sense of
exaltation and depression that we
finally tore ourselves from the beauty
displayed and betook ourselves to
the ordinary life of Bridgewater State
Teachers College.

Horsebacl( Ridillg
COlnes Into Vogue

Base Ball -- Tennis

mend AI's boys.
"Mario old kid, when we issued the
challenge to your team for a match
we had no intentions of losing; we
admire your ambition and wish you
luck, too," Al replies.
As a culmination of the bowling
season, the Juniors and the Seniors
have had two championship. matches,
and true to seniority traditions, the
boys of '32 emerged victorious in both
sessions; one on May 3, another May
9. The total pinfall of the second encounter was higher than that of the
initial engagement.
In the first
fracas, the Senio1'S rolled 1436 pins,
in the second 1440. The Juniors collected 1368 and 1390 pins.
Captains Ciccone and A vitable had
high three string totals in both
matches for their teams, Chic 302 and
324, Al 285 and 310.
The participants included for the
four year men, Ash, Russo, Leahy,
Shockley, Cullen and Ciccone, and the
three year men Lowder, Milici,. McMahon, W. Johnson, Stanley and Avitable.
It was interesting as a social engagement, exciting as a sporting
event, and morally proved th~ Seniors'
superiority.
"But, after all," Mac said to Leo,
"It matters not whether you win or
lose, but how you play the game."

0 th
It has actually come!
Where do
. ? nN e th
f'
they keep the horses?
campus
te all'
t
or in the dOl'lnitones.B 'd 0,
h h 1'1 gewa er 11
maidens go to West
0
do their riding. T e orses are we
groomed, the bridlet path
. d"entrancing,
and the riding mas er :fiIS Ivme.
. te
t d
f e
Last Wednesday,
ve . In res
d th b t or at
persons left the gymnaSIum
f
jaunt in the woods, an
e 11
es d par
of itbrought
all was,back
theybywere
ca e inor
and
the riding

structor.
You may now ask the price, if you
are at all elated by the presence
of this new sport connected with
W. A. A., which gives three points an
hour. For one hour it is $1.50, for
each succeeding hour $1.00. A ten
ride ticket is $12.00. These above
prices are very reasonable, especially
when you consider the enjoyment you
will get while out in the fresh air.
Imagine yourself seated on a fine
horse, trotting or cantering through
the woods that have become so lovely
in their spring garb. The soft breezes
blowing through your hair and upon
your face'! There is a smell of beautiful :flowers and the sun shines brightly
above.
Truly an hour of horseback riding
will do you heaps of good. Come on
out and join the fun! All are welcome. Will be -seeing you next week.
Don't forget!

Free Milk Shake! !
Bu y one Milk Shake - Bring this
advertisement and get another one

'.
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DEVELOPING

Horseback riding has been received
with great enthusiasm so I guess that
it will remain one of the activities
sponsored by the W. A. A. The
_

OUR TOASTED HAMBURGS

24-hour Service

WALKER'S PHARMACY

OUR TOASTED HOT DOGS

FLYNN'S
SPECIALTY SHOP

Telephone 8437

35 Central Square

are as fine as

BRADY'S DINER

FJNERY
FOR YOUNG LADIES

Next to P. O.

Jane,.Anne Luncheonette

BLUEBIRD SHOP

Regular Dinners and Sandwiches

Greeting Cards

of all kinds

F or all occasions

Pastry Made to Order

Circulating Library

We make what we serve.

37 Ce11tral Square

FERGUSON'S
Fine Shoe Repairing

SNOW'S
FRIENDLY STORE

At

SPORT WEAR

FERGUSON'S SHOE STORE

Odd Fellow's Building

FREE.

COLE PHARMACY, Inc.
18 CENTRAL SQUARE

Bridgewater

a way that will measure up to the ex-
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feels sure that he will live up to its i
anticipations.
!
This election brought about re-e1ec-

I

tions for Mary Campbell and John
Bates who did excellent work for their
class this year"

Ice Crea~ Confectionery, and Stationery
Have Your Films Developed - 24-Hour Service
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OLIVER'S
RESTAURANT
All Home Cooking
5 Cent Reduction to Students
Central Square
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HAYES
Home Made Ice Cream
Home Baking
BROWNIES A SPECIALTY
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